My vision as an educative mission

Education is an opportunity where every individual will lead success through his or her
own free will. Some call it destiny, but education leads to a promised and worthy future
where you can express yourself with your own abilities or talent. I’ve learned that
education is the key to success. I believe if everyone holds this key, they will be
successful, only if they choose to be.
Worldwide everyone reaches people to communicate and unite at first only throughout
education. Education makes you feel free and makes no difference in type of culture,
age, skin color, religion and type of gender.
Even according historical facts, there are certain examples where education was the
one thing people can’t take away from you. For example slavery where the one time the
slaves learned to learn how to read and write. They became smart by setting out their
own creative ideas in making plans for escaping. Or throughout World War I & II, once
the poor got the opportunity to learn to read, write and work on a type machine. They
became a threat for the rich by knowing their rights within the rules of law for humanity.
It’s not about being smart with knowing numbers and certain facts. Education makes
room for an unbelievable path where mankind can reach inner strength and self
confidence by bridging with fresh ideas, unique perspectives, new possibilities, great
suggestions to effect positive change.
Even if you are a child and you have lost a good friend, a relative or any kind of
precious aspect. Education is the one thing which will give you the knowledge or remind
you what you are capable of doing. It is practically the one thing you won’t lose and
even someone or something cannot take away from you.
As an individual you have a promising future throughout education, where you can sort
out your desires one step at a time. You won’t be able to feel less unappreciated. You
only need to stay focused with a clear mind and everything will fall in to place when the
time is right. Always keep in mind to the greater good and share this idea/ experience
with others. It will bond all parties to travel a head with one destination and purpose.
Throughout education, you’ll choose your own destiny by making choices worth with
less regret.
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Education in the future will be like a priceless matter where all written and saved
documentation will be accessible. Or it can be used as a weapon where self destruction
can take place where people want to dominate if they know that they can’t defeat you,
because of your self-confidence and developed brain or IQ. Now there is internet with
lifelong learning throughout E-books, online courses where and when people want to do
self-educating. Education cost money in our current state. The government needs to
invest in education where access can be free to others for the right reasons. Not in all
countries or nations education is accessible. We know that people want to make life
easier day by day and earn more by working smart and not hard.
Education in the future will still be an opportunity where every certain perspective, idea
and research will be documented for others. Even information throughout the globe can
be explored for more investigation if life exists for our lifecycle. Children will be able to
access their lessons digital and all books will be in the library, but also converted to Ebooks. To have or learn discipline, teachers will still be available and accountable.
Recommended will be a parental control guide for all website links. In this manner
children will get smarter day by day, because they’ll feel confident and the teachers only
need to monitor/ grade their knowledge rate & positive/ negative behavior for self
respect and respect to one another. The parents of course, will be responsible for their
upbringing to be a well respective/ eligible young man or lady.
Or even at a baby day care, all babies will learn to count numbers as well in a creative
way. For example counts with baby bottles or sweet fruits. Education needs to be
everywhere. That means even at home.
I would have made certain changes as an educator. After evaluating our way of
communicating in our current state, where we want to get the word out to the people,
we just do it politically via the media, such as the news paper, television, internet web
links, banners, the radio or any kind of neat communication type. All new jobs will
require better education and people will be able to compete with that if access to
education will be easy. We need to start with the third world countries where all the
goods are located in the market. These are the life fundamentals where human kind
wants to hold endlessly for a promising future and for our existence. We need to learn to
correct or improve our lifecycle. I would have let the government invest more in people
who want to be educated to earn their own money and live the life they desire. You also
have the handicaps or less fortunate people. They need to have or find to live their life
as well. And educators can help in that manner too. Nothing in life is problem free, but
it’s the way we act by caring for others, just like you want to be cared for. In our country
kinder garden and middle schools are free of charge. Only for college and university a
payment plan is set. I would’ve made the studies also business wise or business related
so the students can reach a higher level to get to know their self what they are
individually good at and by getting to know what they want to do with it within all legal
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possibilities. Students can be able to form an actual thought in an earlier stage for a
promising future and take great advantage of that freedom.
Currently I’m in a position to make a difference in my life at a certain young age and
gender kind. I’m really proud of it and I’m capable of reaching more and am not afraid to
dream big. Previously I was uncertain about myself and truthfully I’ve reached my inner
strength and self confidence through education. It has and is still doing the same for me.
I want to make and motivate people to be aware of its power and the unique way about
this, is how to use it. I’m still working on its use as well and am not being arrogant about
it. I really appreciate to be a part of this. After I have finished my studies in Mechanical
Engineering and Business Management, I want to start a small business at first. I want
to work together with the government, media and other organizations from other
countries to set an education plan for all levels and screen the project plan financially
and durably/ permanently for all ages and gender levels. I’m really busy with my
business plan, called CBS Consultancy as slogan ‘’Join us for a better life’’. This will be
a great set back to start with my primarily idea to have guts in persuading my dreams by
helping others to realize theirs.
I hope and strongly believe that all these perspectives or suggestions will be a great
effort to exchange ideas and make a better person of one another. Being optimistic is a
first approach, but being realistic is a fundamental statement. Therefore starting to
believe that education is the key to success will make us come together with our
differences and become one nation worldwide.
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